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Introduction
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With this work we want to extend our understanding about European traditional
games.
Throughout the work we will comment on the following topics:
 One approach to many popular games both nationally and internationally,
with the scope to maintain and increase their realization;
 The origins and curiosities of diferntes games;
 Several problems of modern society, leading to little practice of said
games among young people;
 Options and solutions to keep the implementation of the various games
in society.

Work of ancestors
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Our ancestors, parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, are the transmitters
of these great games that entertained and enjoyed several children over time,
and we want to continue, do not get lost along the way of new technologies.
Translate knowledge, lifestyles, ways of living in society and whole cultures full
of wisdom.
The interaction and relationship between different people is not only exciting
and motivating, but also a great way to exchange ideas and knowledge
between various community members.
The only way to keep them is to continue to showing the little ones as they play
people who are now older, since there is no other way to save them, because
there are no writings or documents except what was in memory of they learned
of small. And so we passed from generation to generation.

The only way to keep them is to continue to showing the little ones as they play
people who are now older, since there is no other way to save them, because
there are no writings or documents except what was in memory of they learned
of small. And so we passed from generation to generation.

Electronic games vs Traditional Games
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The organization of these sports has been declining over time, especially for the
little acceptance among the younger crowd. With the advancement of
technologies and more ways to entretenhimento, young people have lost the
spirit of coexistence that our ancestors enjoyed both, thanks largely to the
practice of these magnificent sports.

Nowadays it can be observed that the meeting between friends to achieving
these games has declined drastically, whichever is the virtual contact instead of
personal contact. The increase of electronic pastimes, both in number and in
quality, makes increasingly more difficult to motivate the new generations
coming out to the street, and carry out activities that promote and encourage
their creative and physical abilitys.

Popular Games
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We go now look at some popular games, quite typical in our country, but most
of them are practiced for all the Europe.
We will focus on the regulations of the various games as well as the origin of
the most popular.
 Blind Goat (Cabra cega):
Nº of Players: 4 or more
Material: scarf
How is it played: A player is randomly chosen to be blind goat.
Your eyes are blindfolded with a handkerchief and then that player will try to
catch one of the elements that are on the game field. The blindfolded player has
to find out what the name of the player picked.
Origins: Nowadays is a children's game, but in the Middle Age was a hobby
practiced by royalty.
The blind goat is child's play that came to more than 2000 years ago in Greece.
The game is known throughout Europe and has different names, depending on
the country where it is practiced. For example, Italy is called "Mosca cieca"
("blind fly") while in Germany, "Blindekuh" ("blind cow"). In France is named
colin-maillard, in honor of a man named Colin who was blinded in a medieval
fight.

 Bags Race (Corrida de Sacos):
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Nº of Players: indefinite
Material: Bags, burlap preference
How is it played: The goal is to go the distance indicated in the shortest amount
of time. For players moving, must hold the bag with both hands. The competitor
who leaves the bag along the way, will be disqualified. If proof is by teams, the
team will also be disqualified.
If by teams, the winner will be the team that obtains a greater number of points
resulting from the sum of its players.

 Hopscotch (Jogo da Macaca):
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Nº of Players: at least 6 players
Material: a smooth stone and paint to draw the track on the ground
How is it played: Throw the stone to the first house and when you start playing
jump to the One Leg foot, jumping the house where the stone. It will be the
same for all households by the end of the route. Then get another player. When
the stone moves out outside player.
This game aims to throw the stone within each home, skip the house where are
the stone, without the step, jump houses the foot-One Leg and take the stone
without falling and not step on the stripes.
Origins: Essentially feminine in its origins, this game marked the childhood of
generations of women. Recognized as a useful tool for learning, this limitation
was broken and today, all children play, especially in schools.

 Skittles (Jogo da malha):
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Nº of Players: 2 or 4 players. Or 2 teams of 2 elements each.
Material: 2 sticks and 2 skitches or pins.
How is it played: In a smooth and flat ground are placed the sticks which aims
to bring them down. Pins are placed at a distance of 15/18 m from the cock to
the respective players releasing pin placed behind the mesh distance. Play one
element at a time. The goal is to knock the stick with the fabric or put the loop
as close to the pin, casting it with the hand.

Origins:
In Portugal:
Its practice in Portugal is reported in documents of the time in which it was
occupied by the Roman army. To occupy the leisure time in the camps, the
soldiers had the idea of using the useless horseshoes. It is likely that
populations as the Celtiberians and Lusitanos, have also practiced, perhaps
before them, aim games with horseshoes or stones, as this type of games is
common in Celtic culture and similar countries, such as France (Jeux de palets),
Spain (Galicia and Cantabria) (Tanguilla) and Britain (Horseshoes and Shove
ha' penny).
In Portugal, this game (and more generally the pitch horseshoes) has always
been popular with the name of quoits. Usually played after a day at work, or on
Sunday, serves to socialize, spend a moment of fun and fellowship.

In Europe:
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They played the mesh in France, more specifically in the realm Duchy of
Brittany and neighboring regions (Vendée, Mayenne), in Italy in ancient times
and are not well determined. There is talk in the mesh set in 1490, but the legal
proof of their existence comes from a French document of 1644. The first
literary occurrence is when Francois Rabelais Gargantua makes playing with a
giant rock, in the book "Gargantua" (1532).
Nowadays the French game aim more simillar to the "chinquilhão" are bigoden
galoshes, the horseshoe pits (jeu du fer à cheval) and petanque, in the South.

 Play the ring (Jogo do anel):
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Nº of players: at least 4
Material: A small object
How is it played: Round, you choose a player to carry the hand ring in hand and
leave the ring on the hand of player he want. In the end, ask a player: "Where's
the ring?" (can not ask who has the ring). if guess, that player will be distributing
it, he will not be penalized. (the punishment is chosen by all).
Origins: The game "play the ring" is very old, comes from the days of slavery.
Legend has it that the son of the plantation owner, very rich loved to play with
their slaves. He had some 15 years and also many private slaves. The was
proud father to see his son to send us slaves and boasted by the son, in the
middle of high society. But whenever brought up the subject of his son
realized giggling girls, and young boys and it intrigued him!
One day he was in the middle of a circle of black slaves, those type closet, for
the boy chose the finger! In the middle of the slaves the boy let out some
strange screams and the father was to find out what happened.
-"What was that, my son?"-asked the Father.
- "Nothing father! I am showing these animals as I hold the ring!"
The father smiled relieved, and went away. By far he heard the scram of a slave:
"Pass the Ring!" And laugh! What the poor father did not know, was that the
ring was not those iron rings that bound the feet of slaves but a real ring!
The story spread among the boys and girls of the city, and it was always the
similarly; someone in the middle and the other back. Over time was changing
and was in the form it is today. And as parents got bored with that the ring was
made by leather, it was replaced by tin ring. Nowadays a small object can be
used in ring substitution.

 Game Marbles (Jogo do berlinde):
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Nº of Players: Unlimited
Material: Marbles (glass or metal ball)
How is it played: They make 3 holes. Each player rolls the marble. Who can go
further, start the game of trying to shove the marbles successively in three dens
which are in a straight line. when
gets to the last ditch makes up the route in the opposite direction. As the
players completing these steps, they get the right to try hit the marbles of the
other players, so took his marbles
who can target.
Origins: The origin of the marble of the game can be traced back to antiquity. In
ancient Greece, was called troop and children played with nuts and olives
tossed a small hole in the ground. The Romans adapted the game, using nuts
and hazelnuts and throwing them into a vase.

 Game Snail (Jogo do caracol):
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Nº of Players: indefinite
Material: Small stones and chalk
How is it played: Draw up a large snail on the ground. Early in the snail, the first
player throws a stone; then in one leg foot, pushes the stone until you reach the
center of the snail without this skirt snail. If the stone leave the interior of the
curl, passes the move to another player and so on.

 Leapfrog (jogo do eixo):
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Nº of players: 4/ 5 players
Material: None
How is it played: A player is folded while others will jumping him his straddle
saying:
- One to banana
- Two to the catacomb
- Three open, closed or mixed
- Four shalt break
- Five Maria Earring
- Six Uncle Reis' pot
- Seven Army Knife
- Eight cookie
- Nine no longer rains
- Ten no jetties feet
-Onze The bells of the chapel are bronze
The game ends after all jump and can win without losing a once. If you lose,
you will be the next player who stands, while the others jump him.

 Game cock (Jogo do galo):
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Nº of Players: 2
Material: Paper and pen
How is it played: The board is an array of three rows by three columns;
• Two players each choose a tag, usually a circle (O) or a cross (X);
• The players play alternately a tag at a time in a gap it is empty;
• When a player wins the object of the game tend to scratch up the 3 symbols.
Origins: Your name would have originated in England, when late in the end,
women gathered to talk and embroider. Older women, for not more conditions
embroidery by the weakness of vision, playing this simple game became known
as the "old". However, its origin would have been even older. There is talk of
trays excavated in the rock temples of Ancient Egypt, which would have been
made by slaves 3,500 years ago.

 Tig (Jogo do gato e do rato):
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Nº of players: At least 6 players
Material: none
How it is played: Children form a wheel. One of them, the mouse is within the
wheel. Another, the cat is out of the wheel. The other children remain on the
wheel. The question Cat: "The mouse is" the wheel children respond: "No," Cat
question "what time it is," children respond to a time choice, children begin to
rotate and the cat will ask, "What time are "and the children respond," One Time
"-" the time "-" Two hours "? and so on, until you reach the time they responded
earlier that the mouse would come. Children stop rotating and the cat spends
chasing the mouse. The game is over when the cat catches the mouse.
Origins: Although the origin of the term relates to the persecution of the cats
rats were not the animals that made famous the phrase. At the turn of the
century 20 the political life of England was restricted to men. And many women
began to fight, sometimes violently, to guarantee the right to vote. Many of them
ended up arrested and in jail, on hunger strike. To prevent activists died as
martyr and give the movement, the Parliament established the "Temporary
Release of Prisoners Act of patients." Stated that prisoners could be sick or
weakened
and released, so if recovered, return behind bars. By resemblance to the way
the cats play with the prey, exercising its superiority, the measure soon became
known as "Act of Cat and Mouse".
After completion of the confrontations between activists and authorities, this
persecution
started
become a game
that
was
quickly accepted
by
community,
especially by
young people, to
the present
day.
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 Scarf game (Jogo do lenço):
Nº of Players: at least 6 players
Material: A scarf
How is it played: Two teams put in each member a different number, wich is
keeped in secret. You choose a place and, in the middle, a neutral person hold
on a scarf with the arm. When this one says a number each member of the two
teams must go and catch the scarf in first place.
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 Whipping-top game (Jogo do pião):
Nº of Players: Unlimited;
Material: A spin and a rope to each player.
How is it played: Before throwing the top, and should wrap the cord around it,
without clearances. The string is held in the hand by the loose end. when
unfolds, with hand push, pulling the Baraca back, make it turn. When the mixer
is packed with great intensity is said that the move is "Escacha". To play the
wheel, or large streak marks on the floor a circle of game that may be about five
feet. Players must project the your mixer toward the circle.
Origins: Throughout history, its use has varied, from the principles on which it
was used as a tool of divination and witchcraft, to a simple child's play. In fact, it
is believed that this game, archaic origin, is associated with divination rituals
and interpretation of omens in certain times of the year, using the mixer to
recreate the movement of the stars, possibly giving as a result the perinola. For
Hispanic communities (and also in Japan and English-speaking) there is a slight
variant of the spinning top, called trompo actually the same spinning top with a
more bulbous body, the nomenclature may vary depending on the place and the
time. There are also several names derived from the term "spinning top"
considered incorrect in Spanish. In Portuguese-speaking countries, however, is
adopted the term to designate this spinning top toy.
This toy has its origins in antiquity, and in Greece was known as "strombos" and
in Rome for "turbo". The spinning top was one of dexterity toys used by children
of antiquity.
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 Play-the-woods (jogo do piolho ou jogo do mata):
Nº of players: At least 4 players
Material: A ball and a place to play
How is it played: Before starting the game draw up three parallel lines on level
ground at a similar distance. Cast lots are two players who will be lice, which
are side bet outside the lines (as shown in the figure). The other players must
be within the lines.
The objective of lice is to pass the ball to each other lice without players within
the lines able to catch the ball if one of the players catch the ball exchange
places with lice.
Players within the lines must never exceed.
Origins: The use of the ball in recreational and sports activities in Egypt is very
far cry. Some references dating from the 11th Dynasty (2130-1983 BC). Egypt
old the ball was not made as today. They were solid, made of leather, or other
materials. The filling could be papyrus and
were not large, measuring between 3 and 9 cm diameter. Apparently, the balls
were used in women games.
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 Nail game (Jogo do prego):
Nº of Players: 4 or 5 players;
Material: Nails, a sandbox or loose soil that allows the jab nails.
How is it played: Each participant will have to stick the nail (which should have a
15 to 20 cm) in the sand, the nozzle, in different ways according to the manner
of the shoot, often using the imagination: taking her with fingers (two, three,
four); effect or giving it with other body parts, such as arms, legs and thighs up.
The player continues to play while the nail sticks; when unable, stop playing,
getting the nail on the crash site. The following players respect the way to shoot
the nail and must repeat the exercise done by first player. In addition to pierce
the nail, players must at the same time, search hit the nail on the sand, which, if
it happens, eliminate the game the owner of that nail.
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 Monkey Chinese (Macaquinho do chinês):
Nº of Players: 3 or more;
Material: a wall
How is it played: Together and facing a wall is a player back facing the other
participants. This player will say "One, two, three, Chinese monkey ".
While this phrase is said the players moving it as soon as possible to the wall.
When the player finish the sentence back to the participants of the game.
Players who are caught in motion returning to the point of departure. Win the
first to get touch the wall without being seen.
Origins: Based on extensive studies attested by the recent discovery a
parchment which depicts the origin of the game, it was proved that all started
from a ridiculous episode, experienced in China, for Chow-Chow Li Popotao
and his monkey To-Mane, more specifically being Chow- Chow concentrated to
prepare your meal,
the wily monkey,
with
appetite
pointed, began
approaching
stealthily,
stopping exactly in
the position it
was in, always his
owner
turned
suspicious that the
monkey
was
preparing
something. Now
the To-Mane was
repeating
this
operation until very
close to his
desired
target,
grabbing
him
firmly and fleeing triumphant in
towards the horizon. This whole situation was closely watched by two children,
who fun by the event concerned, eventually lead to the game that even today,
after 2000, is immensely popular and where all participants end up imitating,
jokingly, that same episode lived
for millennia ago, Chow-Chow and his monkey.
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 Jumping rope (saltar à corda):
Nº of players: Individual or by teams
Material: A rope
How is it played:A relatively large rope, two participants take in rope at the ends
making her swing in circular motion.
Players enter then individually skipping according to the movement of the rope.
Lose the player who holds the rope, preventing it from rotate. Always wins the
player during the tests has held the ropeless often.
Origins:The movement jump is natural, whether for sport, fun or even even
survival, such as jumping to avoid the bite of a dangerous animal. Most history
researchers to jump the rope appear agree that this sport date to about 1600
BC, when the Egyptians used to come to spring.
Some also date the jump rope to ancient China; however, western versions
probably originated in Egypt. What is known is to jump rope in one way or
another, spread throughout Europe.
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 Chair game (Jogo da cadeira):
Nº of Players: At least 4 players
Material: Chairs and a radio.
How is it played: The chairs are in number less than the number of players.
When music starts to circulate all around the chair, and when this ends, the
music, each child seeks to occupy a chair quickly.
The child left without a seat, and is eliminated before starting again music
withdraws another chair, so that where least one chair in relation to the number
of participants.
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 Three feet race (corrida a três pés):
Nº of Players: At least 4 players
Material: A rope
How is it played: The game starts with the formation of two elements teams.
Then, within each team, the elements are bound by connecting the foot of a
player at the foot of the other, so that they are with three feet to go through the
route.
At the starting signal, all teams start the route, winning the one that come in first
position.
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 Cap game (Jogo da carica):
Nº of Players: At least 2 players
Material: Cap and chalk
How is it played: Initially we make a track on the floor and place the name each
participant in his cap.
With finger shoots up the cap for front, without that leave the track. If the bottle
cap off the track, you must return to departure. Win the first to cross the finish
line.
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 Fly game (Jogo da Mosca):
Nº of Players: At least 2
Material: 3 stones
How is it played: Players place in line and chose which will be the fly, the last
player who has the function of increasing the distance of the stones with bigger
steps.
Put up the rocks at a distance of one foot from each other and all players have
to jump without touching them. When at last jump fly, increases the distance of
the last stone with his step. In the place where his last Standing touches the
ground, then puts up the stone and restart the game after the next stone
increased. The distance of the stones increases and lose those who do not get
the jump same distance that the fly. Who can jump more than the fly, in
next game then goes to play that role.
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Popular games from other countries
 Germany:
“Topfschlagen”
"Topfschlagen" (freely translated, "hits the pot") is a children's game that is still
widely practiced in Germany. To play, a child should be blindfolded and with a
kitchen spoon.
Lies a premium (usually candy or a small toy) within a pan or a pot and put it on
the floor, away from the blindfolded child. She must move around the room, on
her hands and knees, hitting the ground with the spoon to try to find the "prize".
The other participants shall give directions and when the blindfolded child find
the pot, it can be with the award. The game continues in this way until everyone
has been blindfolded.
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“Wurfkastanien”
To start this play you should have on hand some chestnuts, large wire and
crepe paper by at least two different colors. Cut the crepe paper strips 2 cm
wide and 1.2 m long, more or less. Then drill a hole in all nuts with a small
screwdriver and pass a wire in each of the holes of chestnuts. Bend two crepe
paper strips in half to each chestnut. These two strips should be of different
colors. Tie the strips in the chestnuts with the wire. The node must be firmly tied
in the crook of crepe paper, forming four streamers linked to brown. When the
nuts are released, they will one noise like that of a spinning rope with a weight
on the end.
Children can just toss the chestnuts or to increase joke, a bucket or basket can
serve as a target.
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“Sardinen”
Translated means "sardines"; German joke that resembles the game the hidden.
A child is chosen to hide, while the others count to twenty. After the children
count should try to find
that is hidden. When one of the children finds an hidden, she must hide her in
the same place, even if they to squeeze and sardines. The game ends when all
children discover the hiding place.
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 Italy:
“Lupo delle ore”
Minimum number of players: three;
ideal number of players: Seven.
In free translation, '' Lupo delle ore '' means' 'the hour of the wolf'. One of the
children is chosen to be the wolf (lupus). The wolf remains back to others
participants, which should form a line distance. players scream "Lupo che ore
sono?" ('' Wolf, what time it is? ''), And the wolf responds with a number.
Participants then approach the wolf giving a number corresponding to the steps
that the wolf spoke again and ask the hours. If instead of responding with
another number, the wolf answer "Ho fame! "(" I'm hungry! "), he then turns the
front and try to get the maximum of children get before they reach the position
again.
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“Regina, Regina bella”
Minimum number of players: four;
ideal number of players: ten;
In this game, one child is chosen to be the '' Regina '(Queen), which should face
to the other. The subjects of the queen then sing: "Regina, Regina bella,
quantitative passi I fare per arrivare al tuo castello con la stinks, con l'anello,
con la punta del coltello? "(" Queen, beautiful Queen, how many steps should I
take to get to your castle? with faith, with the ring, or knife point to? ") The
Queen then calls out a number and cites an animal. The children approach her
with a corresponding number of steps to orderly and imitating the animal. The
first child to reach the queen wins game.
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“Fazzoletto peo peo”
Minimum number of players: five;
ideal number of players: fourteen.
In this game, children should sit in a circle, but one of the players who should
walk around it with a handkerchief. The wheel of children sing: "Peo Peo
Fazzoletto if you thunder thunder if you dareo you in un canton will give you one
scupazon "(" Peo Peo handkerchief, if you think, will deliver to you find
somewhere'll give you a slap "). Children try out let the scarf behind one of the
participants sitting without him noticing. The player sitting, if careful, realizes the
scarf and gets up to run on around the circle behind the child that left him, and
she, in turn, attempts to sit in the empty seat left by those who stood up.
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“Strega comanda color”
Minimum number of players: three;
ideal number of players: 11.
A player will be the '' strega '' (witch), screaming the name of a color. the other
should seek some object with that color before the witch chase and grab some
of them. The object can be clothes or anything else that is nearby. If the witch
can take any player, it will be the young witch. If she can not get anyone, play is
restarted and she says another color.
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 Spain:
"La Charca" (The Pond)
"La charca", which means pond, is a variation of the little monkey, popular
game in the town of Peñafiel, Spain. Several circles are drawn on the ground
with chalk, and a number is drawn in each circle. The substituem- players is
announcing a number and then throw a stone in the call circle. The player who
threw the rock at the right circle should jump by circles until it reaches the circle
with the stone. He should take the stone, and then jumps back. If he is able to
bounce back without falling, you can place your name in the circle. No one can
jump on the circle marked only that player. The person with the most marked
circles at the end wins.
"La Semana"
"La Semana", or the week, is played using a set of stairs. Six stairs are used,
with the first ladder to represent Monday, the second Tuesday until Saturday,
which will be the sixth ladder. A person is "He" and will be on the floor to say the
days of the week. Players must run for the corresponding ladder as they are
called. When told "Sunday", players must lie down on the floor and then return
to the first ladder as quickly as possible. The participant that "He" step when the
players are on the ground will be the next player to be "He".
"Color, colorcito"
All players choose a secure base, as a large rock or an area of   a wall. A
person is designated as "He" and says, "Color, colorcito ... " ("Color, litlle
color ...")and then say the name of a color. The rest of the players must run and
find an object that has that color. After an item is found, he may be in a safe
place. "He" runs after the children and tries to score one of them before they
reach the secure base. The person he will mark the New "He".
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 France:
“Escargot”
Escargot is a traditional game of European children from which inspires in
Hopscotch. Instead of a linear diagram French children drew the plate in the
shape of a giant snail, or "escargot" in
French, with 15 to 20 numbered squares that lead toward the square central
blank. Throughout the game, players must climb on one leg to central square
without touching any line drawn or square the opponent, or lose their time and
can not claim a box. If complete circular travel, however, begin to choose a
square to sign with his own name, and thus converts it into exclusive place rest.
As the game progresses and players say more territories, journey to the center
of the square becomes more challenging and ends when impossible for players
to make the central square, with the winner claiming most spaces.
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“Bilboquet”
French children make their own balls and cups in a game named Bilboquet,
which consists of a wire tie through a ball and knotting the wire in a small hole in
the bottom of glass. The book Puzzles Old & New by J. Slocum and J.
Botermans says that bilboquet was popular in France as early as the sixteenth
century, and variations of this game exist throughout the country and the rest of
the world. Using only one hand, this individual game makes the player try to
swing the cup, so hit with the ball in it.
The variations can be applied to various aspects, including the length the rope,
the shape of the cup and the size of the ball.
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“Petanca”
Petanque is a traditional French game loved by children and adults who is also
known as "bowls". Petanque requires specific metal balls and a sandy surface
to play, as each player tries to shoot your ball closer to the target. Experienced
players take great care in
choice of a metal ball, and the shooters often choose lighter balls to improve
their chances of playing 'carreau, "the perfect shot is highly admired where the
ball from one player remains in place after shooting a ball of opponents out of
the game.
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Parental commitement
One of the causes is the little free time that parents have to devote to their
children, wich makes the possibility to share the one of the causes is the little
free time that parents have to devote to children enabling to transmit the values,
principles and the games they had in children, because the current society
values more material goods than preserving the cultures of our ancestors.
Nowadays, another cause for little practice these outdoor sports is the fear,
often irrational, that parents have to something happens to your child while they
are away from home, often preferring them to remain for hours to set computer
instead of going out, having fun, fresh air and socialize with other children
physically.
Because of these situations, knowledge of certain games will fall by the wayside
of new and future generations, which is a real shame.
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Governmental Investiment
Some part of responsability relapse for the goverment, by the negative,
because they put little or no appreciation/ commitment in the organisation of
event and spaces dedicated only and exclusivity to the practice of this sports.
A bigger pledge to motivate the new generation for the practice of this sports, to
change the electonic fun, would be a great help to keep live the tradictions of
the differnt regions in my country, and all over the Europe.
Starting in the schools, where that should be dedicated especifics spaces and
time for this alternative activities, proposing from the most youg ages, the
knowledge aquired from close parents, share them with friends, where a
monitor could guide them in the execution and arrange the way to make it in the
safe way.
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The Future
There are a lot of technics and iniciatives to preserve the realization of popular
games. The construction of structures where we could play a different number
of games, arranged the space and the material necessary and indicated to the
organization of differnt kind of games it's a big incentive to the people.
But, if we look how hard are the economy in great part of Europe in this
moments, the investiment in a construction only for leisure purposes, it's totaly
impracticable, and in the other and are solutions more practice and economycs.
If we think about it, the knlowledge of this games are transmited hierarchically,
and not only in school; a better dedication of the parents makes possible the
knowledge and contact with this games, that made part of our patrimony.
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Conclusion
It's importnt that we don't lost the traditions, because with them are all the
identity of the humanity, from the begining of their existence like creatures that
live in society, until the present day, with cultures developed across the time
and inherited from generation to generation.
We hope that, with this work we have contribuited to motivate all of you to keep
the practice of this sports and motivated to take position in the elaboration of the
games.
All of us enjoy a lot the electric games, but we must learn how to coordenate the
two worlds, for that this games, that already have centurys of antiquity, don't
follow in the forgetfulness.
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